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EVE
3D real time simulation,
for risk and emergency concerned people
Because a crisis is always a complex phenomenon needing a multilevel solution,
EMI's softwares are multipurpose tools, both for leaders, specialists and first responders.

Train managers to commandment,
crisis response and communication, emergency organisation

Realistic training in real life modelled virtual environments

Maintain team emergency preparedness through group exercises,
over local or distant networks

Work on crisis scenarios, mixing air and ground based operations

Improve inter services cooperation using global simulations
mixing civil safety, sanitarian, police forces, authorities, medias

. wildfires,
Elaborate operational theatres in real time 3D:
technical hazards, disasters, … from emergency call to action

Control events, balance difficulty, drop incidents, create unexpected

Put trainees in the heart of action, in catch with events

Evaluate commandment, organisation, procedures

Debrief in 3D reality

EVE is a XP based, real time, 3D,
tactical simulation framework

EVE is a modular, open, pedagogic tool.
Designed for team work, it supports both passive
and active pedagogic approaches, for local or
distant groups, for any crisis management
related interaction..

EVE enables any connected user to freely move,
act and interact with other users and environment.

EVE enables to design and let freely evolve
operational situations

EVE is an open framework that may connect to
external real time modelling COTS software
(fire growth, atmospheric releases, hazmat, flood,
etc …), external data feeders (databases or services)
or external equipment (GPS, met station,
OPC industrial com servers, sound or video streams,
etc …), for true real life integration..

EVE is anchored into reality. Virtual models used
in simulation are elaborated from your
infrastructures and physical models.

EVE enables life sized training for crisis preparedness, commandment,
emergency help, in ideal pedagogic environment, in safe conditions
and at low cost.
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